and online journalists, there were distinct differences between academic instruction and the priorities of the profession. The groups generally agreed that reporting, ethics, interviewing and research skills were of primary importance, but there were notable disagreements about the effectiveness to which those skills were being taught. Perhaps not surprisingly, academics repeatedly and significantly scored themselves higher in providing instruction for reporting, ethics, interviewing, research skills and copy editing. Also, while educators and practitioners agreed that "basic journalism instruction" and "hands-on training" were most important, professionals were not satisfied with the educational results of either. One respondent wrote: "Too many college graduates, even J-school grads, can't even write a good sentence, much less a good news story. Get back to the basics!" (Martin, Newman Davis, Nicholson, Otto, South, VanSlyke, Turk &Wenger, 2006, p. 10) .
"Sportuguese" Revisited Tannenbaum and Noah (1959) introduced the notion of "Sportuguese" a half-century ago. They found a strong correlation with the verb usage of sports language and an understanding of those words among sports readers. For non-sports readers, the verbs used by sports writers failed to communicate the intended message. They wrote: "Sportugese . . . has developed to the stage where it is an integral part of the sports writer's kit-bag, his stock-in-trade" (p. 164).
With the advent of sports talk radio, 24-hour sports networks, Internet access and a glut of sports bloggers, chatters and Twitterers, Sportugese has expanded exponentially in the 50 years since Tannenbaum and Noah. But as use of the language has increased, has its quality diminished? Has Sportugese become a replacement for good journalism, and how do educators contend with the shift?
It can reasonably be argued that the uphill battle to empha-size basic journalism skills among sports-minded college students has a decidedly steeper grade than other student journalists. 
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And the dearth of substance is not lost on sports editors. In a 2005 study examining ESPN's influence on sports writing, 249 sports journalists agreed that jargon and entertainmentbased writing, along with SportsCenter, were altering the tone of sports writing. That was particularly true among sports writers. Compared to sports editors, writers more strongly agreed that sports journalism was becoming more entertainment based. Overall sports journalists said creativity and an entertainment style of writing are replacing traditional fact-based journalism (Reinardy & Perry, 2005) . More troublesome for the sports editors is that young reporters would attempt to write their way through stories instead of doing the necessary reporting to write a complete story. The sports editors complained of publishing source-deficient stories reliant upon reporter perspective more than sustainable facts.
With the evolutionary changes in the media landscape, and managerial encouragement to write blogs and interact with the readership, the sourcing and reporting by a sports journalist may be increasingly confusing. How much time should be spent chasing chat-board rumors? How can a reporter work a beat and freely express his or her opinion on a blog? What are the rules for posting information on a blog that seem off-limits for print publication? And exactly who is setting the guidelines and rules? These are just a small number of new issues educators will need to address in their sports journalism curricula. And those issues are heaped upon all the old sports journalism issues-home team boosterism, conflict of interest, acceptance of freebies, and a reluctance to chase sports news.
Educational Needs
At the 2008 Associated Press Sports Editors convention, I asked participants what they wanted college graduates to know by the time they entered the workforce. As part of the study, sports editors were asked about the role of universities in educating sports journalists. Other sections inquired about important skills students should learn, and what specific classes were most important in developing good journalists. Of the 108 respondents, more than 90% received some college education and about 77% earned college degrees. An overwhelming majority said the most important aspect to becoming a good journalist was contingent on having an internship (4.94 on a 5-point scale). And while 78% said having a college education was important to becoming a good journalist, only 26% said universities were doing a good job of preparing sports journalists to work in the profession.
When asked to grade their college experiences, sports editors once again gave practical experience the highest marks. "College newspaper experience" received an "A" among about 57% of the respondents and an overall grade point average of 3.06. No other experience or class received a 3.0 GPA or higher.
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In fact, the non-journalism courses (2.69) rated higher than news writing and reporting (2.66), media law (2.27), communication theory (1.66), media ethics (2.53) and journalism classes in general (2.53). Social science courses (history, economics, psychology, sociology, political science and geography) rated second only to the newspaper experience with a 2.72 GPA.
Regardless of the class ratings, sports editors wanted graduates to have a solid grasp of basic skills. They were asked to rank, in importance from 1 to 9, the skills they wanted their young reporters to have coming out of college. More than 96% said "accuracy" was the most important skill, followed by reporting (85%), writing (76%), interviewing (65%) and sourcing (64%). Interestingly, grammar was seventh (29% said it was most important), and blogging was last (3%)
.
In an open-ended question, the sports editors were asked about the weakness of graduating sports journalists. About 89% of the sports editors listed weaknesses. Of those, 21% listed reporting as a weakness, and self-editing/grammar and writing were the listed second most (20%). Interviewing was also mentioned among the weaknesses. One sports editor wrote: "Weak writing skills. Proper grammar and good spelling alone do not make good stories. Poor interviewing technique. No knowledge when it comes to finding sources and necessary contacts." Another said: "Lack of basic skills such as grammar and factchecking. Lack of preparation: Not enough time spent on college paper and internships/stringing for dailies." And another said: "From a writing standpoint, young writers tend to rely on too many clichés and write like they're writing for SportsCenter. As for reporting, accuracy is an issue."
When asked about strengths of graduates, sports editors were not nearly as generous in their comments as only 31% weighed in. "Enthusiasm" was listed most often, followed by "technologically savvy" and "versatility." One sports editor wrote: "They're familiar with the new tools-camera phones and digital mixes: Facebook/myspace blogs." Another wrote: "Eager to learn the business; those with internship experience are able to adjust better to the newsroom environment."
Our Part
With the limited sample size, it certainly can be argued this is simply a snapshot of the perspective of sports editors. Additionally, developing curriculum based solely on the whims or notions of sports editors would be a flawed premise to say the least. Nonetheless, the respondents provide some guidance of their sports journalism needs. And while they may have a crabbed view of the academic training of sports journalists, sports editors also appreciate and comprehend the importance of that training.
As we continue to develop sports journalism programs, we must keep in mind the wants and needs of the profession, particularly during this multimedia evolution. The struggle to draw students away from the self-promotion, puffery and navel-gazing aspects of sports journalism will continue to be a challenge. Emphasizing the basics of reporting, interviewing, writing and grammar appear to be our charge. The complications not only lie in the students' predispositions in their views of sports journalism, but also with our ability to bridge the gap between generations, traditions and the future of sports journalism. What sports editors want and need today may not be what is wanted or needed in the future. However, the basics identified by sports editors will always serve the pedagogy and the profession well. 
